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The new SynopSYS Version 2.0 has been released. This version provides major benefits for
Security Officers and for Integrators compared to the previous version, as detailed below.

Situation Management
The new SynopSYS version includes a totally new Situation Management
mechanism. The mechanism guides the operator to act according to the predefined
policy of the Security Manager. When an event occurs in the SynopSYS, a simple
click guides the operator to handle the event and resolve it in a guided step-by-step
manner. All operator actions are saved to the DB, allowing easy and convenient
after-event investigation.
Guide setup for the events are built swiftly by the supervisor and can be triggered by
single elements in the system (Camera, Door reader, intruder detector, fire detector,
etc) or by binding several elements in the same location or area.

Scheduler
Another significant improvement is the new Scheduler module. The supervisor can
now schedule tasks such as video recording, authorization and generating reports.
Tasks can be schedules to occur on a recurrent basis or one time only. Tasks are
defined using a macro command tool, which also includes automation control and
application commands.
The working days profile is defined in the built-in calendar for supervisor use. In
addition, authorization levels can distinguish between two modes of operation: day
mode and night mode. These Day/Night modes can be managed by the Scheduler.
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New Drivers





Axes Plus (RISCO's New Access Control system).
EVT NVR (Vertex).
VICON Video Systems (Viconet 5.2).



HIKVISION Video Systems.



Dedicated Micros Video Systems (Netview).

Additional Features



A “Save & Restore” mechanism allows fast restoring of the project to predefined
checkpoint, allowing integrators to overcome problematic changes in the project.



A new “Server Configuration” module replaces the “SynopSYS Initialize” module.
The new module includes email and SMS setup, server setup, backup and restore,
DB operations, and more.



Import\Export for Devices and Reports - Server Configuration, add ability for
import\export devices and reports from\to the database.



After event handling, the SynopSYS now returns to the identical situation and map
that was displayed prior to the event.




SynopSYS now works with SQL 2008 R2 Express 10 GIGA.
Windows 7 OS, 64bit is now supported.

To receive instructions for downloading the new SynopSYS version, please be in contact with
our technical support team support@riscogroup.com
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